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Abstract: A liquid launch vehicle is an important carrier in aviation, and
its regular operation is essential to maintain space security. In the safety
assessment of fluid launch vehicle body structure, it is necessary to ensure
that the assessment model can learn self-response rules from various uncertain
data and not differently to provide a traceable and interpretable assessment
process. Therefore, a belief rule base with interpretability (BRB-i) assessment
method of liquid launch vehicle structure safety status combines data and
knowledge. Moreover, an innovative whale optimization algorithm with inter-
pretable constraints is proposed. The experiments are carried out based on
the liquid launch vehicle safety experiment platform, and the information
on the safety status of the liquid launch vehicle is obtained by monitoring
the detection indicators under the simulation platform. The MSEs of the
proposed model are 3.8000e-03, 1.3000e-03, 2.1000e-03, and 1.8936e-04 for
25%, 45%, 65%, and 84% of the training samples, respectively. It can be seen
that the proposed model also shows a better ability to handle small sample
data. Meanwhile, the belief distribution of the BRB-i model output has a
high fitting trend with the belief distribution of the expert knowledge settings,
which indicates the interpretability of the BRB-i model. Experimental results
show that, compared with other methods, the BRB-i model guarantees the
model’s interpretability and the high precision of experimental results.

Keywords: Liquid launch vehicle; belief rule base with interpretability; belief
rule base; whale optimization algorithm; vibration frequency; swaying angle

1 Introduction

As the propulsion system of rocket vehicles and other space devices, liquid launch vehicles
undertake essential tasks. The rocket structure, power plant, and control system constitute the three
main parts of the liquid launch vehicle. Among them, the design of the arrow body is mainly composed
of a tank structure and cabin structure, which belongs to a thin-walled cylinder [1]. It bears the sum
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of all the forces and support structures so that the various modules of the liquid launch vehicle are
connected into a whole. If the safety of the arrow structure is threatened, it will cause severe damage
to people’s lives and the national economy. Therefore, it is imperative to ensure the safe state of the
liquid launch vehicle structure.

The safety assessment methods of the liquid launch vehicle can be generally divided into three
kinds. (1) Black box model. It is a model that does not reveal its internal mechanisms and usually
has high accuracy. However, the black-box model needs help understanding the reasons for data
output, estimating the importance of each security assessment index to the assessment result, and
understanding the interaction between different assessment indicators. For example, random forest
[2]. (2) White box model. Such models are generally better interpretable, and their inner workings are
easier to explain. However, simple models such as linear regression [3] and decision trees [4] tend to
have limited predictive power and fail to model the inherent complexity of datasets, such as feature
interactions. (3) Grey box model. It is a compromise model between the black box model and the
white box model. This method of combining data and knowledge can maintain, to some extent, the
interpretability and accuracy of the results of models such as belief rule base (BRB) [5].

Based on the improvement of the BRB model, a BRB-i model is proposed for the safety assessment
of liquid launch vehicle structures. The proposed BRB-i model has the following advantages. First, the
initialization, inference, and optimization processes of the BRB-i model are interpretable. The process
can be traced, and the degree of human participation is high. Second, the BRB-i model can ensure the
interpretability of the model while still guaranteeing the high precision of the results. Third, when the
number of samples is small, the BRB-i model still performs well. The contribution points of this paper
are as follows. (1) A whale optimization model with interpretability constraints is proposed. It can solve
the problem that the parameters of the belief rule base lose interpretability after optimization. (2) A
liquid launch safety assessment model based on BRB-i is proposed. The model ensures the accuracy
of liquid launch vehicle safety assessment and the interpretability of the model.

The main structure of the paper is as follows. The first part presents the research content of the
thesis. The second part introduces the related work and describes the research status and deficiency of
the liquid launch vehicle safety state assessment model in detail. The third part proposes three critical
problems to be solved in constructing the BRB-i model. The fourth part defines the interpretability
criterion and describes in detail the safety evaluation model of the liquid launch vehicle arrow body
based on BRB-i. In the fifth part, the BRB-i model is studied and verified by using the data monitored
by the experimental platform. The sixth part summarizes the paper and suggests future work.

2 Related Work

In recent years, many scholars have conducted extensive and in-depth research on the structural
safety of liquid launch vehicles. For the structural safety of a liquid launch vehicle, other scenarios
on the Internet of Things and big data can be referenced. For example, Tang et al. [6] proposed an
intelligent charging and discharging strategy based on decision functions. Xu et al. [7] used blockchain
technology, RSU-assisted Telematics authentication, and fundamental agreement protocol techniques.
The following three types of related work are described in terms of liquid launch vehicle safety
evaluation methods. The relevant piece is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of related work

Classification Method

Black box model Lee et al. [8] proposed a safety state assessment method for liquid launch
vehicle engines that fused fault factors and a Kalman filter. Based on the linear
optimization model.
Park et al. [9] developed a safety state assessment method for liquid launch
vehicles based on deep neural networks.
Yu et al. [10] proposed a new safety assessment method for liquid launch
vehicle engines based on an adaptive genetic algorithm to optimize the
backpropagation neural network (BPNN).

White box model Hong et al. [11] used UML models for reliability assessment. This method
provides reliability evaluation results by analyzing the failure probability of
different levels.
Zhang et al. [12] proposed a robust white box model for the interpretability of
online dynamic security assessment (DSA).

Grey box model Osipov et al. [13] conducted a safety assessment of rocket accidents under
explosion conditions and proposed a simplified physical model to trace the
complex biological process.
Zhu et al. [14] proposed a grey hierarchical analysis model for a solid rocket
motor cleaning system. The model uses an analytic hierarchy process to
construct a safety assessment index system and uses the grey comprehensive
assessment method to assess the safety status of the solid rocket motor cleaning
system.

The first method is related to research on the black box model. Lee et al. [8] proposed a safety
state assessment method for liquid launch vehicle engines that fused fault factors and a Kalman
filter. Based on the linear optimization model, the energy balance equation with fault factors is used,
and the Kalman filter is developed. Park et al. [9] developed a safety state assessment method for
liquid launch vehicles based on deep neural networks. The numerical model is used to assess the
safety state of liquid launch vehicles under various abnormal indexes. Yu et al. [10] proposed a new
safety assessment method for liquid launch vehicle engines based on an adaptive genetic algorithm
to optimize the backpropagation neural network (BPNN). This method can predict the sensor data
in real-time, compare the collected actual data with the projected data, and assess the safety state of
liquid launch vehicle motor by threshold judgment mechanism.

The second method is the correlative research of the white box model. Although the process
of the white box model can be traced and explained, the high precision of the model cannot be
guaranteed. Therefore, compared with the black box model, there is less research on the white box
model. Hong et al. [11] used UML models for reliability assessment. This method provides reliability
evaluation results by analyzing the failure probability of different levels. Zhang et al. [12] proposed
a robust white box model for the interpretability of online dynamic security assessment (DSA). This
method can ensure the interpretability of DSA, and the model process can be traced. This scenario
can also be referenced.
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The third method is the correlative research of the grey box model. Osipov et al. [13] conducted a
safety assessment of rocket accidents under explosion conditions and proposed a simplified physical
model to trace the complex biological process. This model can correctly predict the parameters in the
process by order of magnitude to establish the qualitative image of dangerous accidents. Zhu et al. [14]
proposed a grey hierarchical analysis model for a solid rocket motor cleaning system. The model
uses an analytic hierarchy process to construct a safety assessment index system and uses the grey
comprehensive assessment method to assess the safety status of the solid rocket motor cleaning system.

Although the assessment results have high accuracy with the black-box model, the modeling
process must be interpretable. However, the accuracy of the white box model is limited due to its
complex internal structure and harsh external operating environment. Based on the above discussion,
the safety assessment of the liquid launch vehicle body structure is more suitable for the grey box
model.

Belief rule base [5] is a security assessment method proposed by Yang et al., which has been widely
used in fault diagnosis, security assessment, risk assessment, and other aspects. Specifically, BRB is
commonly used in the following two types of scenarios: (1) The BRB model is a model approximator.
The output obtained by the BRB model approximates the actual value. From this perspective, the
BRB model is a black box tool similar to a support vector machine (SVM) and random forest [15].
(2) BRB is an expert system. The structure and belief rules of BRB have a strong correlation with the
natural system, which can reflect the inner principle of the existing system to a certain extent. From
this perspective, the BRB model is both interpretable and accurate [16]. BRB can fuse small sample
data and solve the problem of data uncertainty. Even in the case of small samples, BRB has strong
nonlinear modeling ability and high modeling accuracy.

However, influenced by process parameters, the interpretability of the model may be damaged
to some extent after the modeling and reasoning process. This requires the original BRB model to
design an improved and interpretable optimization model driven by a mixture of data and knowledge.
Therefore, this paper proposes a whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [17] with interpretable con-
straints and a safety assessment model of liquid launch vehicle body structure based on an interpretable
belief rule base (BRB-i) after reasonably designing an interpretable modeling process and optimization
process. The interpretability of BRB-i mainly focuses on the situation of BRB as an expert system,
reflecting the degree of correlation between the natural system and the structure and rules of BRB.
The BRB-i model was verified by the data collected from the laboratory wireless sensor monitoring
platform.

3 Problem Description

Although the black-box model can have high accuracy, it cannot guarantee the transparency of the
inference process. Although the white-box model can guarantee interpretability, it cannot guarantee
the accuracy of the output results. To meet the requirements of both accuracy and interpretability,
the safety assessment of liquid launch vehicle body structure is more suitable to use the gray-box
model. The BRB-i model is improved based on the belief rule base as a gray box model. However, the
construction of the BRB-i also requires a clear modeling and optimization process for the structural
safety assessment of the liquid launch vehicle. The following problems must be solved to construct the
BRB-i-based structure safety assessment model of the fluid launch vehicle bodies.

Problem 1: How to design a reasonable and interpretable safety assessment model for liquid launch
vehicle body structure is the first problem to be solved. In the current research on BRB, there are few
studies on the interpretable aspects of BRB. Suppose the structure safety assessment model of a liquid
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launch vehicle body based on BRB has good interpretability. In that case, it can maintain the optimal
decision of a complex rocket system and provide more information about the structure of a liquid
launch vehicle body. The construction process of the interpretable fluid launch vehicle structure safety
assessment model can be described as the following nonlinear mapping function:

y = assessModel (input, ϑ) (1)

where y stands for expected utility value; assessModel (·) represents the interpretable structure safety
assessment model of liquid launch vehicle structure; input represents the input index of the structural
safety assessment model of liquid launch vehicle; and ϑ represents the set of parameters in the process
of a structural safety assessment model of the fluid launch vehicle body. In addition, the meanings of
all symbols are described in Table 2. The solution to this problem corresponds to Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

Table 2: Description of symbol meaning

Symbol Meaning

y Expected utility value
assessModel (·) Interpretable structure safety assessment model of liquid launch vehicle

structure
input Input index of the structure safety assessment model of the liquid launch vehicle
ϑ Set of parameters in the process of structural safety assessment model of the

liquid launch vehicle
θbest Optimal parameter set optimized by the optimization model of the structure

safety assessment of liquid launch vehicle body
optimize (·) Structure safety assessment optimization model of liquid launch vehicle body
κ A set of parameters that appear in the optimization model
xi (i = 1 · · · M) Assessment index of liquid launch vehicle structure safety
Ai (i = 1 · · · M) Reference value corresponding to the safety assessment index of liquid launch

vehicle structure
N Number of assessment results of the liquid launch vehicle structural safety

assessment model
Si (i = 1 . . . N) Number of assessment results of the liquid launch vehicle structural safety

assessment model
βi (i = 1 . . . N) Corresponding belief degree of each assessment result under the rule
K Number of rules
γi (i = 1 . . . K) Weight of the rule under the rule k
δi (i = 1 · · · M) Attribute weight of the structure assessment index of the liquid launch vehicle
P Number of interpretability criteria based on the BRB-i model
pi (i = 1 . . . P) Each interpretability criterion
M Number of assessment indicators
εk

i Matching the degree of the i − th assessment index to the k − th rule
xi Sample data of the assessment index
Al

i The reference value of the i − th assessment indicator under the rule l
wk Rule activation weight under the rule k
βn Belief degree of the n − th result Sn in the final belief distribution result set
G (x) Output belief distribution set of BRB
u (G (x)) The expected utility value of the outcome set G (x)

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Symbol Meaning

u (Sn) The utility value of the outcome Sn

O Initial size of the humpback whale population
d Size of search space dimension
g Number of iterations
η Current position of the humpback whale
ξK Belief degree of expert knowledge
βup Maximum values of belief approved by each expert
βlp Minimum values of belief approved by each expert
βn,k k − th belief degree of rule n
D Distance between humpback whales and prey
η∗

g The position vector of the current best solution
A Coefficient vector updated in each iteration
C Coefficient vector updated in each iteration
a A temporary variable, which decreases linearly from 2 to 0
gmax The maximum value of iteration times
r1 A random number between 0 and 1
r2 A random number between 0 and 1
l A random number in the -interval [−1, 1]
b Constant of the helical shape
ηrand Location of a randomly selected humpback whale
x1 Vibration frequency
x2 Swaying angle
S1 Normal
S2 General
S3 Slightly lower
S4 Low
L Low
SL Slightly low
SH Slightly high
H High
Rk Belief distribution set by expert knowledge that satisfies the practical

significance
max (β1, β2, . . . , ) Belief degree that takes the largest range of values
βk Belief level of the BRB-i model.

Problem 2: How to design an interpretable optimization model for the BRB parameters is the
second problem to be solved. The structural safety assessment model of the initial liquid launch
vehicle body based on BRB is interpretable. However, the current optimization algorithms for BRB
only improve the model accuracy, not the interpretability. As a result, the interpretability of the
initial BRB may be damaged in the optimization model, which is manifested in the problems such
as the expert knowledge not being effectively utilized, the optimized parameters being unreasonable,
and the optimized belief rule not the actual liquid launch vehicle body structure system. Therefore,
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it is necessary to design an optimization model that can improve the model’s accuracy while still
maintaining interpretability. The optimization process of building the structure safety assessment
model of a liquid launch vehicle body can be described as the following nonlinear function:

θbest = optimize (ϑ , κ) (2)

where θbest is the optimal parameter set optimized by the optimization model of the structural
safety assessment of the liquid launch vehicle body, optimize (·)is the structural safety assessment
optimization model of the fluid launch vehicle body, and κ is a set of parameters that appear in the
optimization model. The solution to this problem corresponds to Section 4.4.

4 Structural Safety Assessment Model of Liquid Launch Vehicle Based on BRB-i

The interpretability of the BRB-based structural safety assessment model for liquid launch
vehicles refers to the model’s ability to express the system’s behavior in an understandable way
that facilitates an increased level of human-machine interaction. Specifically, it means that a. it is
transparent in the process of model construction, and the structure of the model can be integrated
into the design principle of the actual liquid launch vehicle and arrow structure system and the
experience knowledge gained from long-term practice; b. the model is traceable in the reasoning
process, keeping the rationality and transparency of the reasoning steps; and c. the model can keep the
above characteristics from being destroyed in the optimization process, and the optimized parameters
can still have the physical meaning and characteristics without conflict. All these are conducive to the
interaction between people and the established model and improve the model’s credibility.

The safety and stability of liquid launch vehicle body structure are essential for space safety. The
interform design of a liquid launch vehicle is significant for discovering the factors affecting the rocket’s
safety in time and avoiding further danger. Expert knowledge can be used effectively in the liquid
launch vehicle body structure safety assessment model, which is interpretable. The specialist knowledge
base, inference engine, and optimization model constitute the structure safety assessment model of the
liquid launch vehicle body. Among them, the proposed whale optimization model with interpretable
constraints can maintain the rationality of the optimized parameters and fully use expert knowledge,
which every expert recognizes. The overall structure of the BRB-i model is shown in Fig. 1.

4.1 Construction of Interpretable Criteria
General interpretability criteria are elaborated in the literature [18]. Based on these criteria, the

interpretability criteria based on the structural safety model of the liquid launch vehicle body are
defined. Six criteria for the safety state assessment of a liquid launch vehicle are precisely defined, as
shown in Fig. 2. The interpretability criteria of the structural safety assessment model for liquid launch
vehicles are based on the following six criteria. First, Evaluate the completeness of indicators and
results: When conducting a safety assessment of liquid launch vehicle structures, different assessment
indicators will lead to different results. Therefore, the entirety of indicators and outcomes is essential.
At least two referential values should be set for each assessment index, and at least one belief rule
should be activated.
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Figure 2: Interpretability criteria diagram

Second, when designing the structural safety assessment model for liquid launch vehicles, the ref-
erential value intervals of assessment indicators should be reasonably divided, and each spatial range
should not overlap. In this way, the meanings corresponding to different fields can be distinguished
from each other, which can ensure the interpretability of the model to some extent.

Third, for the normative rationality of the matching degree, in BRB, the sum of the matching
degree of the referential value and the current input target assessment index data should be limited to
the range of 0∼1 so that it can meet the practical meaning.

Fourth, Evaluate the reasonableness of the rule. The reasonableness between the assessment
indexes and the assessment results should be guaranteed when designing the liquid launch vehicle
structural safety assessment model. Assuming that the expert knowledge is authoritative and reliable,
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setting the initial rule by expert knowledge can ensure the rule’s reasonableness. The reasonableness
of the rules can be preserved when the model is optimized.

Fifth, the physical meaning of the parameters is clear. The reasoning process must be traceable and
interpretable in constructing the liquid launch vehicle safety assessment model. This requires that each
parameter that appears in the assessment process has a real physical meaning. The model parameters
in the BRB species include rule weights, attribute weights, rule activation weights, belief levels, etc.

Sixth, normative rationality of information conversion. This interpretability criterion is developed
to require that the characteristics of the original information are maintained in the conversion process.
The rule- and utility-based method of converting pointer proposed by Yang can alter information
reasonably wholly [19].

4.2 Definition of BRB-i Model
The BRB-i model is built on a set of “IF-then” rules that constitute an interpretable BRB-based

assessment model. The relationship between the assessment index of the liquid launch vehicle structure
safety assessment model and its safety state can be described as follows:

Rulek :
If x1 is A1 ∧ x2 is A2 ∧ . . . ∧ xM is AM

Then result is {(S1, β1) , (S2, β2) , . . . , (SN, βN)}
with rule weight γ1, γ2, . . . , γK

and attribute weight δ1, δ2, . . . , δM

in p1, p2, . . . , pP

(3)

where M denotes the number of assessment indicators; xi (i = 1 · · · M) is the assessment index of
liquid launch vehicle structure safety; Ai (i = 1 · · · M)represents the referential value corresponding
to the safety assessment index of liquid launch vehicle structure; N denotes the number of assessment
results of the liquid launch vehicle structural safety assessment model; Si (i = 1 . . . N) represents the
safety assessment results of BRB-i model; βi (i = 1 . . . N) represents the corresponding belief degree
of each assessment result under the rule k; K represents the number of rules; γi (i = 1 . . . K) represents
the weight of the rule under the rule k; δi (i = 1 · · · M) denotes the attribute weight of the structural
assessment index of liquid launch vehicle; P represents the number of interpretability criteria based
on the BRB-i model. pi (i = 1 . . . P) represents each interpretability criterion.

Compared with the traditional BRB, the BRB-i model defines interpretable criteria in the
optimization process and adds interpretable constraints, which makes the model interpretable and
more suitable for engineering applications.

4.3 Inference of BRB-i Model
The inference process of the BRB-i-based liquid launch vehicle structure safety assessment model

consists of four steps. Firstly, the rule-matching degree needs to be calculated. Then, the rule activation
weight is calculated. Next, the reasoner uses evidential reasoning (ER). Finally, the expected utility
value is estimated to obtain the final assessment result. The reasoning process of the BRB-i model is
as follows:

(1) Calculate the matching degree of rules. The rule matching degree is the difference between the
input sample data information and the rule. This step should be calculated first. The calculation of
rule matching degree is mainly to complete the transformation of input data. The change, including
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qualitative, quantitative, and symbolic attributes, is completed according to the different properties of
the premise attributes [20]. The calculation is as follows:

εk
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Al+1
i − xi

Al+1
i − Al

i

k = l, Al
i ≤ xi ≤ Al+1

i

1 − εk
i k = l + 1

0 k = 1 · · · K, k �= l, l + 1

(4)

where the matching degree of the assessment index to the k − th rule is denoted as εk
i ; the sample data

of the assessmentt index are denoted as xi; and the referential value of the i − th assessment indicator
under the rule l is denoted as Al

i.

(2) The activation weight of the rule. In BRB, not all rules are equally important. Combining
different attributes and different referential values generates each rule of BRB. Each government has
a different meaning in the existing system, and the activation degree of the rule is also different. The
activation weight of the rule is calculated as follows:

wk =
γk

M∏
i=1

(
εk

i

)δi

K∑
i=1

γl

M∏
i=1

(
εl

i

)δi

(5)

where the rule activation weight under the rule k is denoted by wk.

(3) Use evidential reasoning to fuse activation rules [21]. Yang proposed the ER analytical method
in 2007 as this step’s inference method, and the output’s belief distribution can be obtained after the
rule fusion.

βn =
μ ×

[
L∏

i=1

(
wlβn,l + 1 − wl

N∑
i=1

βi,l

)
−

L∏
l=1

(
1 − wl

N∑
i=1

βi,l

)]

1 − μ ×
[

L∏
l=1

(1 − wl)

] (6)

μ = 1
N∑

n=1

L∏
l=1

(
wlβn,l + 1 − wl

N∑
i=1

βi,l

)
− (N − 1)

L∏
l=1

(
1 − wl

N∑
i=1

βi,l

) (7)

where the belief degree of the n − th result Sn in the final belief distribution result set can be expressed
as βn. After all rules are fused, the output belief distribution set of BRB can be obtained as follows:

G (x) = {(Sn, βn); n = 1, . . . , N} (8)

where the output belief distribution set of BRB is denoted as G (x).

(4) Calculate the output utility value. The final output of the BRB model can be expressed as:

u (G (x)) =
N∑

n=1

u (Sn) βn (9)

where u (G (x)) represents the expected utility value of the outcome set G (x), and u (Sn) represents the
utility value of the outcome Sn.
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4.4 Optimization of BRB-i Model
Due to the complex environment of the existing flywheel system, the flywheel health state is greatly

disturbed, and the healthy natural state is challenging to describe accurately. After the modeling and
remodel’s parameters of the model may be destroyed by the optimization process, which violates the
original intention of interpretability. Therefore, it is necessary to design an optimization algorithm
that can improve the accuracy and be interpreted. BRB-i model is based on the whale optimization
algorithm (WOA).

WOA is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm that simulates the hunting behavior of humpback
whales. The main difference between the current work and other swarm optimization algorithms is the
use of random or optimal search agents to simulate hunting behavior and the use of spirals to simulate
the bubble net attack mechanism of humpback whales. This algorithm has the advantages of a simple
mechanism, few parameters, and high search capability and can effectively cooperate with interpretable
constraints. Therefore, this algorithm is chosen as the optimization algorithm for the proposed model.

Although the original WOA can improve the model accuracy, it still deviates from the inter-
pretability in some parameters. This is reflected in the following: 1) The original WOA securely uses
expert knowledge. The expert knowledge generated based on many practices is an essential source of
the interpretability of the established model. Nevertheless, the original WOA algorithm scatters points
randomly, which deviates from interpretability. 2) Some optimized rules cannot match the significance
of the actual liquid launch vehicle structure safety system. The rules optimized by the optimization
model should not conflict with the existing system. 3) Some optimized belief degrees are unreasonable
and beyond the scope of practical significance. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the original WOA
optimization algorithm to a certain extent to make it interpretable. The improved WOA optimization
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3, and its process is as follows.

(1) Parameter initialization. The size of the humpback whale population is O, the size of the search
space dimension is d, and the number of iterations is set to g.

(2) Set the scatter mode. This step abandons the random scatter mode of the original WOA
algorithm and sets up a new scatter mode. The new method of scattering points is to scatter points
near the expert knowledge, which can realize the effective use of the expert knowledge to realize
interpretability. Suppose the current position of the humpback whale is denoted as η, which refers
to the set of parameters after the modeling and reasoning process. In that case, the position of the first
humpback whale can be expressed as:

ηi = ξK + (rand (O, d) − 0.5) ∗ 2 (10)

Among them, the belief degree of expert knowledge is ξK .

(3) Calculate the adaptive value of each humpback whale. The mean square error is denoted as
the objective function and can be expressed as:

min {η = {γ , δ, β}} in p1, p2

s.t.0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 (11)

(4) Set interpretable constraints. Some parameters optimized by the original WOA deviate from
the meaning of the existing system, and the improved WOA algorithm solves this problem by setting
interpretable constraints. The specific constraints are as follows.
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• 

• 

Figure 3: Flowchart of whale optimization algorithm with interpretable constraints

a. Limit the belief’s value range and obtain each expert’s approval. Expert knowledge is accumu-
lating knowledge on the safety of actual liquid launch vehicle structures over a long period of practice.
Assuming that expert knowledge is authoritative and information is reliable, the value of the belief
degree should not violate expert knowledge and should be reasonably constrained [21]. This can be
expressed as:

βlp ≤ βn,k ≤ βup (n = 1, . . . , N, k = 1, . . . , K) (12)

where the maximum and minimum values of belief approved by each expert are βup and βlp, respectively,
and the k − th belief degreethe of rule n is denoted as βn,k.

b. Make the belief distribution in the optimized rule match with the existing system. The belief
rule can reflect the relationship between the assessment index of liquid launch vehicle structure safety
and its health state. In the original WOA algorithm, the optimized rules may not match the existing
system, so it is necessary to set this constraint. This can be expressed as follows.
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βk ∼ Rk (k = 1, . . . , K)

Rk ∈ {{β1 ≤ β2 ≤ . . . ≤ βN} ,
{β1 ≥ β2 ≥ . . . ≥ βN} ,
{β1 ≤ . . . ≤ max (β1, β2, . . . , ) ≥ . . . ≥ βN}}

(13)

where Rk represents the belief distribution set by expert knowledge that satisfies the practical signifi-
cance. βk represents the belief level of the BRB-i model. max (β1, β2, . . . , ) represents the belief degree
that takes the most extensive range of values.

(5) Mobile operation. Mobile operation includes three parts: encirclement prey, foraging, and
searching prey, which are as follows:

a. Surround the prey. Whales surround their prey by circling it, a behavior that can be described
as follows:

D =| Cη∗
g − ∂g | (14)

ηg+1 = η∗
g − AD (15)

where g is the number of current iterations, D is the distance between a humpback whale and prey, η∗
g

is the position vector of the current best solution, and A and C are the coefficient vectors updated in
each iteration, which the following formula can obtain:

A = 2ar1 − a (16)

C = 2r2 (17)

a = 2 − 2g
gmax

(18)

where a is a temporary variable, which decreases linearly from 2 to 0; gmax is the maximum value of
iteration times; and r1 and r2 are random numbers between 0 and 1.

b. Spiral bubble net foraging. The whale’s foraging behavior is a spiral bubble web, which swims
toward prey in a spiral fashion, spitting bubbles as it goes. The behavior formula can express this
behavior:

ηg+1 = η∗
g + Dpeblcos (2π l) (19)

Dp = ∣∣η∗
g − ηg

∣∣ (20)

where l is a random number in the -interval [−1, 1] and b is the constant of the helical shape.

c. Search for prey. Humpback whales randomly search for prey based on each other’s location,
which is described by the mathematical formula:

ηg+1 = η∗
g + Dpeblcos (2π l) (21)

Dp = ∣∣η∗
g − ηg

∣∣ (22)

where ηrand denotes the location of a randomly selected humpback whale.

It can be seen from the above that the whale algorithm with interpretable constraints also improves
the model accuracy and interpretability and is more reasonable in engineering applications.
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4.5 Overview of Interpretability Based on the BRB-i Model
As an expert system, BRB can fully use qualitative knowledge and quantitative data in the

modeling process and express uncertain information as a belief distribution. The safety assessment
model of liquid launch vehicle structure based on BRB is interpretable in modeling and reasoning
and can achieve good modeling results in the case of small samples. This section mainly discusses the
interpretability of the structural safety model of a liquid launch vehicle body based on BRB from two
aspects.

(1) Modeling interpretability. Expert knowledge based on long-term practice is an important
source of interpretable modeling processes, so the interpretability of the knowledge base is particularly
important. In BRB, a series of rules constitute a knowledge base. The interpretable knowledge base
has a distinguishable semantic partition space, complete rules, a concise and easy-to-understand
knowledge base, and precise parameter meaning [22].

(2) Interpretability of reasoning. The interpretability of the reasoning process is also very
important. The structure safety model of a liquid launch vehicle based on BRB uses ER inference
engine, and its interpretability is mainly reflected in the following: a. ER has good processing ability,
and description ability for uncertain information in the form of belief distribution and has a clear
explanation; b. ER can integrate uncertainty, update uncertainty with new information, and finally
make decisions; c. Feasibility of the assessment process. Evidential reasoning has the ability to process
multiple pieces of information simultaneously, such as natural language information, e.g., “If A and B,
then C.” Qualitative judgments and quantitative uncertain data information can be combined by ER
at the same time; d. Traceability of computational processes. The ER algorithm’s calculation process
is straightforward, and every step can be traced and explained.

(3) Optimize interpretability. The BRB-i model proposes a new optimization algorithm with
interpretable constraints, which clarifies the parameters’ meaning. The WOA optimization algorithm
with interpretable constraints can make full and effective use of expert knowledge, make the actual
system match the optimized belief distribution, and provide interpretability.

5 Case Study

The primary purpose of this paper is to build a structural safety assessment model of a liquid
launch vehicle body based on BRB with interpretability [23]. During the operation of a liquid launch
vehicle, the skin and the propellant tank are two essential components critical to the rocket’s successful
launch. This paper focuses on the structural safety assessment of these two components. As a kind
walled shell, the impact of crustal vibration, airflow, temperature, and humidity on the structure is
magnified during the launch phase and after the large tonnage of propellant filling, which makes it
very easy for safety accidents to occur. Given this, this paper mainly focuses on the following possible
safety hazards. The structure safety assessment index system of a liquid launch vehicle is shown in
Fig. 4. The skin and propellant tank, as two crucial parts of a liquid launch vehicle body structure,
are the main focus of this experiment [24]. During the rocket riser stage and propellant addition, the
influence of crustal vibration, rocket inclination, temperature, and humidity on the structural safety
of the liquid launch vehicle will be amplified, and safety accidents will quickly occur [25]. Therefore,
this experiment will analyze these possible security risks.

As highly sophisticated equipment with complex production and high price, the liquid launch
vehicle performs complex tasks and has important political and economic significance for the country.
As a complex equipment with special significance to national defense security, the liquid launch vehicle
is sensitive to risk. It will cause serious damage to national security in case of danger. Therefore, the
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selection of data sets of liquid launch vehicles for their interpretable safety assessment is of great
significance to national defense security.

Safety evaluation index 
system of liquid rocket body 

structure

Vibration frequency

Swaying Angle

Ambient temperature

Ambient humidity

Leakage of propellant

… 

Figure 4: Index system for structural safety assessment of liquid launch vehicle

The data in this experiment are from the wireless sensor platform monitoring built in the
laboratory, and the natural environment is simulated through the simulation jammer. Since the ambient
temperature and humidity are unchanged during the experiment and propellant leakage does not exist,
only two indexes of vibration degree and inclination of the liquid launch vehicle are considered as
assessment and monitoring indexes of the structural safety assessment model in this section. A total
of 515 data samples were collected in this experiment, 450 of which were used as training samples for
real-time adjustment and correction of model parameters. The remaining 65 were used as test samples.
In addition, the initial setting of the optimization model is as follows: the population size is 20, the
optimization dimension is 82, and the number of iterations is 800.

A large number of liquid launch vehicle failure samples are difficult to extract during the system
life cycle, and the liquid launch vehicle failure samples under different failure modes are even more
difficult to extract. This causes the problems of small sample sizes and unbalanced samples in the
dataset. BRB, as an expert system that can fuse knowledge, has weaker dependence on data samples
than data-driven methods and is suitable for datasets with small sample cases. Therefore, the resultant
safety assessment model for liquid launch vehicles is improved based on BRB, which solves the
problems of small sample sizes and unbalanced samples in liquid launch vehicle datasets.

5.1 Initialization of BRB-i Model
According to the liquid launch vehicle structure safety assessment model constructed above and

based on the two assessment indexes of liquid launch vehicle vibration frequency and swaying angle,
the belief rules are constructed as follows:
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Rulek :
If x1 is A1 ∧ x2 is A2

Then result is {(S1, β1), (S2, β2), (S3, β3), (S4, β4)}
with rule weight γ1, γ2, . . . , γK

and attribute weight δ1, δ2

in p1, p2, . . . , pP

(23)

where x1 and x2 represent two assessment indexes of vibration frequency and swaying angle of the
liquid launch vehicle, respectively δ1 and δ2 are their corresponding attribute weights, and S represents
the health state of liquid launch vehicle structure safety, which can be divided into four states: normal
(S1), general (S2), slightly lower (S3) and low (S4). A1 and A2 are the referential values of the vibration
degree of a liquid launch vehicle, and the referential values and reference levels given by combining
expert knowledge are low (L), slightly low (SL), slightly high (SH) and high (H) states. The specific
situation of the two assessment indexes and referential value and reference grade of the liquid launch
vehicle structure safety state are shown in Tables 3–5.

Table 3: Class and the referential value of liquid launch vehicle vibration frequency

Reference grade L SL SH H

Reference value 3.0 6.5 31.5 70.0

Table 4: Class and the referential value of liquid launch vehicle swaying angle

Reference grade L SL SH H

Reference value 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.09

Table 5: Class and the referential value of liquid launch vehicle safety

Reference grade S1 S2 S3 S4

Reference value 1.0 0.75 0.25 0

In addition, the rule weight and attribute weight in the initial model are set to 1. Combined with
the reference level and referential value given in Tables 3–5, the initial model for structural safety
assessment of the liquid launch vehicle and arrow body is shown in Table 6. The four actual safety
states of liquid launch vehicles are given by field experts combined with the experience of long-term
practice and reflect the probability of liquid launch vehicle accidents. According to the analysis of the
safety state of the whole life of multiple batches and the same type of liquid launch vehicle, the experts
give the relatively reasonable belief that distribution of the liquid launch vehicle in each state according
to the actual use situation and the historical safety case. Expert knowledge is the accumulation of
knowledge of liquid launch vehicles carried for a long time, and it is an essential source for interpreting
the BRB expert system. The initial parameters of the model are set with expert knowledge, the real-
time training data are used to adjust and modify these parameters, and the safety evaluation results
are output. The interpretability of the model is reflected by the fitting degree of the output belief
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distribution and the initial belief distribution. The closer the two are, the stronger the interpretability
of the model will be.

Table 6: Initial model for structural safety assessment of liquid launch vehicle body

Serial number Vibration
frequency

Swaying
angle

Rule weight Output
{S1, S2, S3, S4}

1 L L 1 {0.9995, 0.0005, 0, 0}
2 L SL 1 {0.51, 0.42, 0.07, 0}
3 L SH 1 {0.40, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20}
4 L H 1 {0.53, 0.27, 0.20, 0}
5 SL L 1 {0.43, 0.32, 0.25, 0}
6 SL SL 1 {0.45, 0.33, 0.22, 0}
7 SL SH 1 {0.30, 0.23, 0.235, 0.235}
8 SL H 1 {0.34, 0.22, 0.22, 0.22}
9 SH L 1 {0.22, 0.26, 0.32, 0.20}
10 SH SL 1 {0, 0.20, 0.52, 0.28}
11 SH SH 1 {0, 0.25, 0.45, 0.30}
12 SH H 1 {0, 0.14, 0.46, 0.40}
13 H L 1 {0.06, 0.12, 0.25, 0.57}
14 H SL 1 {0.12, 0.20, 0.23, 0.45}
15 H SH 1 {0, 0.05, 0.35, 0.60}
16 H H 1 {0, 0.10, 0.30, 0.60}

5.2 Experimental Results
After the construction of the structure safety evaluation model of a liquid launch vehicle body

based on interpretable BRB, the initial evaluation model will be affected by the actual working
environment and working state of the rocket due to the ignorance and uncertainty of the expert
knowledge. The accuracy of the model could be higher. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the model’s
parameters to improve the evaluation model’s accuracy when evaluating the structural safety of liquid
launch vehicles. The models with interpretable constraints added to the WOA optimization algorithm
and projection covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategies (P-CMA-ES) [26] optimization
algorithm will be denoted as BRB-i and PBRB-i, respectively. The fitting between the output results
of the BRB-i and PBRB-i model and the real value is shown in Fig. 5, and the comparison diagram of
the belief distribution of each rule is shown in Fig. 6.

As seen from Fig. 5, both the true and predicted data fits of the interpretable BRB based on
both WOA and P-CMA-ES optimization algorithms are better. This indicates that the experimental
results of both models possess high accuracy. As shown in Fig. 6, the output belief distributions of the
explainable BRB models based on the WOA and P-CMA-ES optimization algorithms follow the same
trend as the initial belief distribution set by the expert knowledge, which indicates that the output belief
distributions of the models do not violate the initial belief distributions set by the experts, reflecting
the excellent interpretability of the models. A comprehensive analysis of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that
the proposed BRB-i model has high experimental accuracy and interpretability. The output of the
optimized rule weight and belief distribution is shown in Table 7.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the output results of the BRB-i and PBRB-i models with the actual values

Figure 6: Comparison diagram of belief distribution of each rule in BRB-i and PBRB-i

Table 7: Parameter output of optimized BRB-i model

Serial number Vibration
frequency

Swaying
angle

Rule weight Output
{S1, S2, S3, S4}

1 L L 0.5602 {0.8997, 0.1003, 0, 0}
2 L SL 0.6216 {0.6091, 0.3190, 0.0719, 0}
3 L SH 0.1073 {0.4936, 0.3022, 0.1021, 0.1021}
4 L H 0.1120 {0.5296, 0.3702, 0.1002, 0}
5 SL L 0.4205 {0.5358, 0.4167, 0.0475, 0}
6 SL SL 0.4223 {0.5556, 0.3257, 0.1164, 0.0023}

(Continued)
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Table 7: Continued
Serial number Vibration

frequency
Swaying
angle

Rule weight Output
{S1, S2, S3, S4}

7 SL SH 0.6524 {0.3029, 0.2324, 0.2324, 0.2323}
8 SL H 0.6370 {0.4378, 0.2208, 0.2207, 0.1207}
9 SH L 0.7034 {0.3206, 0.3637, 0.2223, 0.0934}
10 SH SL 0.2870 {0,0.2027, 0.4193, 0.3780}
11 SH SH 0.5395 {0,0.3421, 0.4676, 0.1903}
12 SH H 0.3882 {0,0.2428, 0.4630, 0.2942}
13 H L 0.7729 {0.0639, 0.0201, 0.2412, 0.6748}
14 H SL 0.9832 {0.1170, 0.1150, 0.2150, 0.5530}
15 H SH 0.4833 {0, 0.0759, 0.2508, 0.6733}
16 H H 0.6546 {0, 0.0971, 0.1956, 0.7073}

According to the above experimental results, the output results of the BRB-i model are close to the
fundamental values in precision. Moreover, the optimized belief distribution fits well with the initial
belief distribution, which indicates the validity and accuracy of the constructed BRB-i model. It can
be seen that the optimization model has a good effect on parameter adjustment and is interpretable.

5.3 Other Comparative Experiments
(1) Results of Various Methods

Several control experiments were also set up in this experiment. The methods used were BRB using
the original WOA (WOA-BRB) [17], BRB using P-CMA-ES (PCMAES-BRB), radial basis function
(RBF) neural network [27], and extreme learning machine (ELM) [28]. The BRB-i model, WOA-BRB
model, and PCMAES-BRB model are all based on expert systems, while RBF and ELM are based on
data-driven methods. In terms of experimental accuracy, the comparison between the actual value of
PCMAES-BRB and WOA-BRB and the model output value is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Comparison curve between the output results of the PCMAES-BRB and WOA-BRB model
and the actual value
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In addition, in terms of interpretability, the comparison between the initial belief distribution set
by the expert knowledge and the belief distribution after adjustment and correction of the established
model is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Comparison diagram of the belief distribution of each rule in WOA-BRB and PCMAES-
BRB

As seen in Fig.7, the prediction results of WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB models that do
not possess interpretable constraints also possess high accuracy. BRB-i and PBRB-i also possess
high experimental accuracy. This indicates that the BRB model, with the addition of interpretable
constraints, has little effect on the experimental accuracy and still maintains high accuracy. However, as
can be seen from Fig. 8, the output belief distributions of multiple rules of PCMAES-BRB and WOA-
BRB violate the trend of the initial belief distribution set by expert knowledge, which deviates from
the interpretability. The comprehensive analysis shows that WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB, without
adding interpretable constraints, have high experimental accuracy but violate interpretability [29].

The RBF and ELM models based on the data-driven method are not interpretable. The fitting
diagram of experimental results in terms of accuracy is shown in Fig. 9.

(2) Experimental Results of Each Method under Different Proportions of Training Samples

Due to the particular spaceflight background of liquid launch vehicles, their data sets are difficult
to collect and there needs to be more methods for their safety assessment. ELM, RBF, and BRB, as
standard liquid rocket safety assessment methods, are used to compare with the model proposed in
this paper [30]. This experiment does not modify the essence of the WOA and P-CMA-ES algorithms.
Nevertheless, it only adds interpretable constraints to this optimization algorithm to ensure the
interpretability of the model. When the proportion of model training samples is different, the accuracy
of each method is shown in Table 8. After improving the WOA algorithm, the optimization algorithm is
used as the proposed BRB-i model’s optimization model. The experiments compare not only the BRB
model based on the conventional P-CMA-ES and WOA optimization algorithm but also the models
PBRB-i and BRB-i with the addition of interpretable constraints to the conventional P-CMA-ES and
WOA optimization algorithms. As shown in Table 8, BRB-i and PBRB-i represent interpretable BRB
based on WOA and PCMAES optimization algorithms, respectively. WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB
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distributions represent conventional BRBs based on WOA and PCMAES optimization algorithms.
RBF and ELM are models based on data-driven approaches.

Figure 9: Comparison curve between the output results of RBF and ELM model and the actual value

Table 8: Precision comparison of each method under different proportions of training samples

Methods

Training
sample

BRB-i PBRB-i WOA-BRB PCMAES-
BRB

RBF ELM

25% 3.8000e-03 1.1000e-03 5.800e-03 2.8000e-03 1.1514e-02 1.6010e-01
45% 1.3000e-03 2.1107e-03 4.5000e-03 1.4095e-03 5.4444e-03 3.1200e-02
65% 2.1000e-03 3.1050e-03 7.8701e-04 9.6000e-04 1.7908e-04 2.6000e-03
85% 1.8936e-04 4.1251e-04 8.8482e-04 5.3467e-04 1.5233e-05 8.6609e-04

As seen from Table 8, the rule-based BRB-i, PBRB-i, WOA-BRB, and PCMAES-BRB models
have a smaller range of accuracy fluctuation compared to the data-driven model-based RBF and
ELM for different proportions of training samples. This proves that the BRB-based models have
high accuracy even with small samples. From Table 8, it can be found that the difference between
the accuracy of BRB-i and PBRB-i with interpretability and WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB models
without interpretability is not significant, which indicates that adding interpretability constraints to
the WOA and P-CMA-ES algorithms The addition of interpretable constraints to the WOA and
P-CMA-ES algorithms did not affect the accuracy of the models.

(3) Complexity Comparison of Different BRBs

The complexity pairs of the different BRBs are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9: The complexity pairs of the different BRBs

Methods

Complexity BRB-i PBRB-i WOA-BRB PCMAES-BRB

Time complexity (complexity of training) WOA PCMAES WOA PCMAES
Space complexity O(R) O(R) O(R) O(R)

WOA denotes the whale optimization algorithm. R denotes the number of rules. PCMAES
denotes the PCMAES optimization algorithm. The four different kinds of BRB have same complexity
of space, which is mainly determined by the number of belief rules. The main difference in the time
complexity between the four BRB kinds is reflected in their different optimization algorithms. For
a BRB model, suppose there are N classes, M attributes and the number of reference values of each
attribute is Ai:

(N + 1) ×
M∏

i=1

Ai +
M∑

i=1

Ai + M (24)

The number is for the belief degrees of the consequence in all belief rules N ×
M∏

i=1

Ai. For the rule

weights, the number is
M∏

i=1

Ai. For the reference values and attribute weights, the number is
M∑

i=1

Ai and M.

(4) Table of Experimental Results of BRB-i Model with Different Parameter Settings

Under different initial parameter settings of the optimization model, the accuracy comparison of
the proposed model is shown in Table 10. Generally, before reaching a specific value, the number of
iterations and population size is positively correlated with the optimization ability of the model, but
the optimization time will also increase. As seen from Table 10, when the number of iterations reaches
800, and the population number reaches 30, the model’s accuracy will not change significantly.

Table 10: Accuracy comparison of the BRB-i model with different parameter settings (training data
450, test data 65)

Iteration

Population 20 300 600 800 1000 1200

20 0.0220 0.0219 0.0254 0.0098 0.0076 0.0074
30 0.0040 0.0015 0.0028 0.0019 0.0032 0.0012
40 0.0044 0.0034 0.0057 0.0028 0.0053 0.0015
60 0.0035 0.0036 0.0046 0.0028 0.0025 0.0030

As a typical complex device, the safety status of the liquid launch vehicle is closely related to
the status of several components, and BRB-i, as a general safety assessment model, is also applicable
to the safety assessment of the overall liquid launch vehicle system. However, the difference in the
actual assessment process is mainly reflected in the following two aspects. First, the structure of the
model is more complex. Before the BRB-i model is used for the safety assessment of the overall
liquid launch vehicle system, different components and index levels must be distinguished. On this
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basis, the overall initial BRB model is constructed based on expert knowledge and actual equipment
management experience. Second, the model has more parameters to be optimized. As the number of
evaluation indicators in the overall liquid launch vehicle system increases, the number of parameters to
be optimized in the BRB-i model will also increase, and maintaining the interpretability of the model
within the range of more indicators is also a key consideration in the subsequent study [31].

5.4 Analysis and Summary of the Experiment
As shown in Table 8, the MSE values of the proposed BRB-i model are 3.8000e-03, 1.3000e-03,

2.1000e-03, and 1.8936e-04 with a maximum difference of 102 orders of magnitude at the training
sample proportions of 25%, 45%, 65%, and 85%, respectively. However, the MSE values of the data-
driven ELM-based model, for example, are 1.6010e-01, 3.1200e-02, 2.6000e-03, and 8.6609e-04, with
a maximum difference of 104 orders of magnitude. As can be seen from Figs. 5, 7, 9 and Table 8,
BRB-i, PBRB-i, WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB methods based on expert system have similar results
accuracy under the condition of different training sample sizes. In contrast, the accuracy of RBF and
ELM based on the data-driven approach shows exponential variations. This proves that BRB has
good performance when dealing with small sample data. The model accuracy of data-driven RBF
and ELM fluctuates relatively wildly when the training sample size changes, which proves that the
experimental accuracy of data-driven methods depends on data samples. Under the same proportion
of training and test samples, the accuracy of BRB-i and the data-driven model are similar. Nevertheless,
BRB-i is interpretable, while the internal structure of the data-driven RBF and ELM is not visible.
This is because brb-i has the following characteristics: (1) BRB can maximize expert knowledge based
on long-term practice, while data-driven RBF and ELM do not have this ability. (2) BRB-i has a
transparent inference engine, and the inference process itself is built-in interpretability. However, RBF
and ELM cannot explain the internal principle. (3) BRB-i has a WOA optimization algorithm with
interpretable constraints, while the data-driven model cannot define unreasonable parameters [32].

Additionally, as shown in Table 8, the two optimization algorithms equipped with interpretable
constraints did not reduce the accuracy of the experimental results compared with the original. Figs. 6
and 8 show that the belief distribution of the model with interpretable constraints tends to be more
reasonable. The BRB-i model has good interpretability, while WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB do not.
This shows that the proposed BRB-i model has good interpretability. This is because BRB-i has the
following characteristics: (1) BRB-i spreads the points more rationally.The initial scattering method
of BRB-i is expert-centered, while WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB are global random scattering. (2)
BRB-i restricts the range of beliefs to be taken, making it more reasonable. However, WOA-BRB and
PCMAES-BRB do not have this restriction. (3) BRB-i can solve the problem that the distribution of
optimized beliefs reasonably needs to be revised. However, WOA-BRB and PCMAES-BRB also do
not have such a constraint.

6 Conclusions

For the complex modeling problem of the liquid launch vehicle structural safety assessment
model, the modeling method BRB-i based on an interpretable belief rule base is proposed. Aiming
at the problem of interpretability, a whale optimization algorithm with interpretable constraints was
proposed based on the belief rule base (BRB), and a safety evaluation model of liquid launch vehicle
body structure with an interpretable belief rule base was constructed. The model uses BRB’s expert
knowledge base for initial modeling, ER for reasoning, and the WOA algorithm with interpretable
constraints for optimization.
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The BRB-i model has better performance in both accuracy and model interpretability dimensions.
(1) The BRB-i model sets interpretability constraints in the optimization process, which ensures the
interpretability of the model optimization. (2) The inference process constructed based on the belief
rule base can trace the cause of failure, and the inference process is interpretable. (3) The BRB-i model
can still guarantee the model’s accuracy in the small sample case.

In future research, the following research directions can be considered. (1) How to embed the
fuzzy fault tree mechanism into the expert knowledge base to make the modeling process explainable.
(2) How can the combinatorial rule explosion problem that may be triggered by the BRB-i model be
solved when the number of reference points and premise attributes grows exponentially.
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